Outline of long essay

Intro
Explain my subculture (aviation fraternity) in detail
  a. How I first got to know aviation club
  b. The reason I chose it
  c. How many members are there
Describe what my stereotypes were
Explain how I started the research
Write a thesis that judges the people in my subculture

Body
Compare their perspective of aviation to my own understanding.
Tell the episodes that I had during the research.
Explain how students in my subculture are involved in their activities.
Write about the history of aviation and history of Institute of Aviation In UIUC.
Write about the “hang-out day” they have every other Thursday and write about the impressions I got from there.
Talk about the topics at the official meeting in detail (Ex: fundraising, bake-sale, field trip, etc)
Try to relate every subtopic to my thesis statement

Conclusion
Write about the difficulties I faced and how I went through those.
Explain what I learned from the research
Evaluate the papers and efforts I have put into this project, myself.
Lists the things that I could have done better